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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an analysis of CS faculty perceptions of the benefits of POGIL, the obstacles to POGIL adoption, and opportunities for professional development. Participants strongly agreed that with POGIL, students are more engaged and active, develop communication and teamwork skills, and have better learning outcomes. The largest perceived obstacle was lack of preparation time; other obstacles included availability of relevant POGIL activities and pressure to cover more content. Participants expressed a desire for further training and mentoring beyond workshops. Our data analysis also considers bivariate associations and interactions. The results should help to improve professional development for CS faculty adopting evidence-based strategies, and thereby help more CS students to be successful.

1. INTRODUCTION
Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL) is an evidence-based, student-centered pedagogy that focuses on the simultaneous development of content knowledge and process skills (such as critical thinking, problem solving, teamwork, and written/oral communication). Students work in learning teams on carefully designed activities that guide them to construct course concepts. POGIL incorporates techniques that have been shown to retain students from underrepresented groups, and it has been shown to be highly effective in chemistry, biology, and many other disciplines. This paper presents results and analysis from a survey of CS faculty who have attended POGIL training and/or adopted POGIL in their classrooms. The survey is intended to explore CS faculty perceptions of the benefits of POGIL, the obstacles to POGIL adoption, and options for professional development and support.
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The ICAP framework [5] describes how learning outcomes tend to improve as student engagement progresses from Passive (read, watch) to Active (copy, rehearse) to Constructive (explain, generate, reflect) to Interactive (discuss, debate). Thus, in more effective strategies, students tend to work together to construct understanding. A variety of evidence-based strategies have been explored recently in CS education, including Cooperative Learning [1], Peer Programming [27], Pedagogical Code Reviews [18], Peer Instruction [22, 28], Peer-Led Team Learning [9, 15] and Studio-Based Learning [19]. Many of these strategies include elements that help close the achievement gap for students from underrepresented groups (e.g., [4]).

Unfortunately, very few faculty seek out and consistently adopt evidence-based strategies. CS faculty rarely (<10%) search methodically in the literature; most changes occur without outside sources, or via personal interactions [8]. Professional development often increases knowledge about innovations, but it rarely provides incentives or ongoing support [3]. A survey of 700 physics faculty found that only 23% currently used 3+ evidence-based strategies, 12% were unfamiliar with any, 16% had some knowledge but had never tried one, and 23% had tried one and stopped [13]. A survey of 400 US engineering faculty found that fidelity of implementation ranged from 11-80% [2]; i.e., faculty are likely to omit critical components.

Henderson et al. [13] conclude that: “... current change strategies seem to do a reasonably good job of helping faculty develop knowledge and motivation to try [evidence-based strategies]... It may be more fruitful to focus on those who discontinue use...” Thus, we need to better understand how to encourage and support faculty to adopt and persist with evidence-based strategies. Effective approaches for doing so are aligned with or seek to change beliefs, involve long-term interventions (at least one semester), and approach education as a complex system [12]. In many cases, evidence-based strategies cannot be adopted directly; they must be adapted and customized for particular institutions, student populations, and faculty [20].

Compared to other strategies, POGIL is more explicitly constructive and interactive because of the ways its activities are designed and facilitated. POGIL activities incorporate models (e.g., figures, tables, equations, sample code) and...
a sequence of critical thinking questions that guide students to explore the models, invent key concepts, and apply their new understanding [10]. The models and critical thinking questions must be robust and well-aligned, and they distinguish POGIL from simply having students complete worksheets in small groups [24]. In a POGIL classroom, self-managed teams of 3-4 students work together and discuss problems to improve understanding for all team members. At the same time, instructors purposefully help students to develop process skills such as critical thinking, problem solving, and teamwork. The instructor’s role shifts from disseminator of information (“sage on the stage”) to facilitator of learning (“guide on the side”), who continually assesses how and when to offer additional guidance as the teams work [10].

For example, instructors may use the following POGIL activity on the first day of CS 1 to show students that CS is about analyzing problems and solutions, not just programming. The first model lists instructions for a two-player game where Player A picks a number from 0 to 100 and then answers “too high” or “too low” in response to Player B’s guesses. Critical thinking questions prompt the student teams to play the game (explore), and then to identify a set of strategies (algorithms) for player B, such as “guess at random”, “count up by 1s”, or “split the range in half”. As the teams work, the instructor listens, answers questions, and prompts teams to improve their descriptions. After a few minutes, the instructor has each team describe a strategy to the class. Next, teams rank their strategies by number of guesses and how hard they are to describe, and compare the rankings to discover the common tradeoff between speed and difficulty (invent). Teams then identify other situations with similar tradeoffs, and share them with the class (apply). In the next cycle, the strategies are the model, which teams explore to find the maximum (worst case) and average number of guesses for each strategy, leading them to invent O(1)-style complexity analysis, which they then apply in homework.

POGIL was originally studied in college general chemistry courses, where it was found both to improve student performance and significantly decrease DFW grades (e.g., [7, 24, 25]). Hanson [10] summarizes the student outcomes for POGIL generally described in the literature: (1) attrition is lower; (2) content mastery is greater; (3) students prefer POGIL; (4) students have more positive attitudes about the course and the instructors; and (5) learning skills appear to improve. POGIL has been used across STEM disciplines including engineering [6, 26], mathematics [23], and physiology [29]; and at a variety of institutions including minority-serving and community colleges (e.g., [11, 14]).

POGIL is especially appropriate for CS, because it shifts student attention away from issues like language syntax and towards conceptual understanding. After converting a CS1 course to POGIL, one author saw pass rates increase for female students but not males [17]. A POGIL CS Principles course increased student interest in taking additional CS courses [16]. In a software project course, POGIL activities helped students to understand the importance of communication in real software projects [21]. A CS1 course with 29 POGIL-like cooperative activities yielded exam scores that were significantly higher overall and by major, ethnicity, and gender, compared to a traditional course [1].

However even for experienced faculty, POGIL requires significant effort to develop or adapt materials and to implement effective classroom facilitation techniques. Founded in 2005, the POGIL Project (https://pogil.org) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) that organizes regional workshops and develops classroom resources. The Project offers a curriculum of sixteen 90-minute sessions and a pool of trained workshop facilitators, using evidence-based propagation practices. Half- and full-day workshops offered throughout the year introduce basic concepts and practices to help instructors decide how to implement POGIL. Each summer, the Project organizes interdisciplinary, three-day POGIL regional meetings.

In the computer science education community, POGIL is relatively new but growing quickly. The CS-POGIL Project (see http://cspogil.org) has fostered a community of practice within CS through conference sessions and workshops, financial support for CS faculty to attend summer workshops on POGIL (25 faculty, including 4 at community colleges), and online discussions. At the time of writing, CS faculty have authored over 200 POGIL activities for a variety of CS undergraduate courses. These sets of activities make it easier for other CS faculty to adopt POGIL.

2. METHODS

The authors’ personal experiences adopting POGIL, and training and supporting other faculty, as well as the literature on effective propagation and professional development, has suggested that existing POGIL workshop experiences are valuable but often insufficient, and that faculty could benefit from additional support, such as advanced or discipline-specific workshops, enhanced classroom materials, and a community of practice. In order to accurately gauge faculty perceptions, we surveyed CS faculty involved in POGIL to explore their views about the benefits of POGIL, the obstacles to POGIL adoption, and options for professional development and support.

In December 2015, we invited 65 CS faculty from the United States (including both college and secondary teachers) to complete an online survey. Note that this is not a representative sample of all CS faculty, since we only invited faculty who had participated in POGIL training and/or taught using POGIL. Our survey (see https://goo.gl/forms/yov406fywh) was adapted from a national survey of science faculty’s perceptions of implementing case-based instruction in undergraduate science courses [30]. Specifically, our survey asked about (a) demographics for the instructor and institution, (b) perceptions of POGIL’s effect on students’ experiences, (c) perceptions of potential obstacles to adopting POGIL, and (d) perceptions of what support would be helpful for CS faculty to adopt POGIL.

2.1 Demographics

The study participants were 32 CS instructors (49% response rate) from junior high (1), high schools (3), community colleges (3), and 4-year institutions (25). A majority of respondents (n=22) had attended a three-day POGIL Regional Meeting; these were referred to below as high training. Those who had not (n=10) were referred to as low training; of them, five had attended a one-day introductory POGIL workshop, and five had less than one day of training. Of the 32 respondents, 9 used POGIL at least biweekly, and another 11 used POGIL 3-6 times per semester. In the analyses below, high use refers to those who used POGIL at least 3 times per semester (n=12). Those who used POGIL fewer than three times per semester (n=20). Those who used POGIL.
and one user who had discontinued use of POGIL. In their classrooms, instructors used POGIL activities from multiple sources; 15 used activities shared directly by another CS instructor, 16 used activities from the CS-POGIL website (http://cspogil.org), and 23 developed their own activities.

2.2 Data Analysis

There were ten survey questions relating to POGIL’s effectiveness, six survey questions relating to obstacles to adoption, and five survey questions relating to the helpfulness of additional support for instructors adopting POGIL. The effectiveness questions had five response options (5: strongly agree, 4: agree, 3: neutral, 2: disagree, and 1: strongly disagree), and also an N/A option for those who had not used POGIL. The obstacle questions had five response options (5: very strong, 4: strong, 3: middle, 2: somewhat, and 1: not at all) for the strength of each obstacle. The support questions had five response options (5: extremely helpful, 4: very helpful, 3: somewhat helpful, 2: slightly helpful, and 1: not at all). We performed an exploratory, descriptive analysis on the resulting data using R.

When describing data for a single variable, we report proportions without specifying confidence intervals, as we were not inferring to any well-defined population. We occasionally use the numerical correspondences from the previous paragraph to compute means. When describing data for pairs of variables we utilized the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for independent samples and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples, as the response options were naturally ordered but not naturally spaced. The test statistics for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and signed-rank test are denoted with W and V, respectively. In both cases we considered p values less than .05 as statistically significant.

Our stated statistics should be interpreted with caution. The Wilcoxon p values were not exact because we had repeated values, and small sample size may be to blame for lack of significance in some cases, especially when we restricted our attention to demographic subsamples. Concern about multiple comparisons is more valid with our stated W statistics than with our V statistics. Also, a small group of respondents may be responsible for a statistically significant result, and we recommend viewing graphs in addition to stated statistics. Interpretation of observed associations is provided in the text of Section 3.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Perceived Effectiveness

Figure 1 shows how strongly participants agreed with each statement, sorted by agreement. The x-axis of all figures is the number of respondents. There is strong agreement that students were more engaged (92%) and more active (88%). One respondent wrote “the most noticeable change is the increased engagement.”

With regard to process skills, participants also agreed that students develop stronger skills in communication (84%) and teamwork (85%). One respondent wrote “students enjoy showing each other the concepts and how to understand them”, while another noted “My students develop peer-to-peer relationships that lead to more learning opportunities, very important on a campus with 90% commuter students. In addition, their communication skills improve and this teaching method opens a dialog between professor and students.”

A third respondent highlighted that the better peer-to-peer relationships affect other assignments: “The students form stronger relationships with their peers and I see more collaboration outside of the POGIL assignments.”

Faculty also perceived an increase in student learning outcomes. Participants agreed that students developed deeper understanding (85%). There was also strong agreement that students did not retain less (73%), students did not do worse on tests (65%), and students did not feel they were covering too little content (54%). Some faculty appeared to tie this increase in student learning outcomes to increased engagement and collaboration: “Students are better able to make sense of the more confusing topics by being active in their own discovery and having ownership in what they are learning.”

Other free response answers suggest additional possible reasons: “POGIL activities helps to focus effort on the material that needs it”, “students are developing conclusions instead of me telling them the conclusions”, and “Students retain more, develop a vocabulary for discussing CS”.

While we did not ask directly whether students perceived the same positive effect on learning outcomes, some faculty shared their experiences. One faculty wrote: “While I think students are learning more, they don’t seem to think so.” Another respondent found the reverse: “Student feedback from my CS 1 class was that they enjoyed the POGIL activities, and that they helped them better understand the content. They also felt the somewhat more conceptual approach helped them when they did the actual programming.”

3.2 Obstacles to Adoption

In the next part of the survey, participants were asked to respond to six items to “indicate the degree to which you experienced these potential obstacles”. Figure 2 summarizes participant responses, ordered by increasing percentage experiencing the obstacle. Of the six obstacles surveyed, the most frequently perceived obstacle was lack of preparation time (94% experiencing some difficulty, including 19% experiencing very strong difficulty). Availability of relevant POGIL activities (88%, including 6% very strong) and pressure to cover content (78%, including 6% very strong) were also obstacles for many instructors. 68% respondents experienced resistance from students (none very strong), whereas only a quarter experienced resistance from colleagues and administrators (3% very strong) as obstacles to adopting POGIL. 72% experienced difficulty adapting to teaching style (3% very strong).
For the “lack of preparation time”, we found a significant association with POGIL use (W=61.5, p=.019), shown in Figure 3. Specifically, low use respondents (n=12, mean=4.0) experienced this obstacle more strongly than high use (n=20, mean=3.15). This suggests that low use respondents overestimate the preparation time required, or that there were economies of scale as the level of use increases. 44% of the respondents mentioned time in their answers to the free-response question about their main obstacles in adopting or implementing POGIL. While many were vague (e.g., “time”) or cited lack of time to prepare, others seemed to be more concerned with classroom time, specifically “balancing lab time with POGIL time”. Similarly, another instructor explained “It is challenging to provide enough coding practice time in-class, and POGIL takes time, some of which is coding.” While the survey asked about “pressure to cover more content”, some faculty may not have interpreted this pressure equivalent to lack of classroom time. Future surveys should include an additional question about classroom time.

88% of the respondents cited “a lack of relevant POGIL activities” as an obstacle to POGIL adoption, which seems connected to lack of preparation time. One respondent pointed out “Finding, selecting, and integrating existing activities may take as much time as authoring a custom activity. The advantage of using an existing activity is that it may be better designed than one I wrote just in time for class.” Some people’s concern about a lack of relevant POGIL activities may lesson with more POGIL use (W=85, p=.164).

In Figure 4, we observed a significant association (W=24.5, p=.036) between POGIL use and “difficulty adapting teaching style” among highly trained individuals (n=22). With regards to “difficulty adapting teaching style”, the mean score for fifteen highly trained, high-use respondents was 1.73, and the mean score for seven highly trained, low-use respondents was 2.71. This difference suggests that some highly trained individuals may refrain from using POGIL because of difficulties associated with adapting their teaching style.

Six respondents mentioned classroom facilitation issues in their free-response answers about their main obstacles to implementing POGIL, including pacing the classroom experience, meeting the needs of students with prior knowledge, dealing with difficult students (both difficult personalities and difficult group dynamics), and “selling” POGIL to students (“hard to sell both Pair Programming and POGIL to the same group of students”).

### 3.3 Forms of Support

In the last part of the survey, we asked faculty to estimate how “helpful would each of the following have been as you began to adopt POGIL, or if you have not tried POGIL, which do you think would be the most helpful if you decided to try it”. Independent of prior training and current POGIL implementation, we observed interest in additional training and support. In free response questions, several suggested additional forms of support that were not mentioned in our survey (e.g., “videos of POGIL classes, to see more examples of facilitation”, “more generic activities”, and “a POGILized CS textbook”).

72% of respondents believed that “face-to-face meetings with other POGIL practitioners” would be somewhat, very, or extremely helpful, while 66% said the same for virtual meetings. For each respondent we looked at the difference between their response for face-to-face meetings and their response for virtual meetings, and recorded their comparative preference (face-to-face more helpful, virtual more helpful, or neutral). Figure 5 shows how the distribution is skewed (V=107, p=.006). 44% prefer face-to-face, so the overall statistical significance is due to the opinions of a minority group. In free response questions, multiple respondents expressed an interest in mentorship and/or community, e.g., “a mentor to rely on for informal conversations” and “definitely more people to talk with regularly and share ideas for exercises.”

Depending on the workshop topic, 50% to 75% of the respondents believed workshops would be somewhat, very, or extremely helpful. Some respondents preferred specialized workshops on POGIL classroom facilitation over general workshop training (V=110, p=.102), and preferred specialized workshops on authoring POGIL activities over general workshop training (V=92, p=.067). This could represent an overall desire for advanced training or two different areas of specific interest. High-use instructors were significantly more interested in facilitation over general workshops (W=170, 41).
The greatest perceived obstacles included in the survey were lack of preparation time, availability of POGIL activities and pressure to cover more content. The results corroborate prior research that suggests that implementing active learning approaches faces similar barriers [30, 31]. Based on free responses, it seems possible that classroom time would rank high but this was not included in our survey. Most survey respondents did not perceive resistance to POGIL from colleagues or administrators to be an obstacle for adopting POGIL. The CS POGIL community could address these obstacles by improving the number of CS POGIL activities and standardizing them to make them easier to adopt by different instructors, possibly reducing the prep time.

Highly trained individuals with low POGIL use in their classrooms are a subpopulation of particular interest when considering barriers to faculty adoption. Based on Figure 4, we hypothesize that perceived time constraints are the major obstacle. Data for highly trained instructors is consistent with this hypothesis that it is a perceived lack of time that prevents some highly trained instructors from using POGIL. We compared time concerns among highly trained individuals and found an association with use (W=26.5, p=.053), statistically insignificant possibly because of a smaller sample size (n=22), but nonetheless indicative of a possible mechanism for workshop organizers to be aware of.

In addition to addressing perceived obstacles in future POGIL workshops, we can use the survey results to help shape additional support for faculty adopting POGIL. Most respondents were interested in additional workshops (especially classroom facilitation and activity writing workshops), meetings with other POGIL practitioners, and even classroom observations. Faculty unsurprisingly preferred face-to-face meetings to virtual meetings, but 53% exhibited no preference for the type of meeting, suggesting that some number of faculty would benefit from even less-costly, virtual meetings. Given the increased interest in classroom observations with POGIL use, we hypothesize that classroom observations should occur after new POGIL adopters have had the opportunity to use POGIL a few times in the classroom, when they have more experience to form questions.

Because the effectiveness and obstacle statements were adapted from a survey of faculty adopting case studies to teach undergraduate science [30], it is possible to compare our results with those from the original study of science faculty (n=101). Responses from both studies had similar percentages for the effects on student engagement, peer-to-peer relationships, and test performance. POGIL was perceived by the CS POGIL faculty as being more effective for communication skills, whereas case-studies were perceived by science faculty as being more effective for active learning and deeper understanding of concepts. On the other hand, more CS POGIL faculty than science faculty reported some difficulty with the obstacles listed in the survey.

In the future, we will continue surveying the CS POGIL community to expand on our results. We will extend the list of questions to address other process skills, obstacles, and forms of support. It would be useful to replicate this survey with other (larger) populations in POGIL and other evidence-based strategies, to be able to compare benefits, obstacles, and support options across disciplines and strategies.

From a practical perspective, the results of this survey suggest ways to help more instructors adopt POGIL. Since preparation time, classroom time, and availability of activities are perceived barriers, POGIL workshops should be revised to more explicitly address these concerns. Similarly, additional sets of POGIL activities should be developed and enhanced to facilitate adoption and reduce the time required for adaptation. At least some instructors new to POGIL would benefit from more post-workshop support, such as classroom observations and other mentoring.
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